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The development of cultural industry, not only in the age of the aesthetic economy 
and knowledge economy has very important value and significance, as well as art 
gallery in transformation provides the development of new opportunities and 
possibilities. Especially in the current rapid development of national art museum of 
China, becoming the new economic growth point of art development. Gallery 
development culture creative products, is not only an art gallery, the transformation of 
their own development needs, is also the inevitable trend in the art gallery marketing 
and self hematopoietic. 
As a focus on modern and contemporary art gallery for modern and contemporary 
art of unique and given the particularity of cultural creativity commodity development. 
Foreign modern and contemporary art gallery established earlier, art museum store 
development is relatively mature, they how art into public life, get rid of the privilege 
of art as a handful of elitism, commercial benefits produced by the concept of gallery 
and method of extending to complete business sales chain is very worth to explore and 
research. 
This research mainly discusses how to develop art culture creative product design 
strategy, the design strategy can help the domestic various art gallery, or various types 
of exhibitions, at the same time, the extended its artistic connotation, performance 
design, and more diverse, and is closely related to culture and life of the gallery culture 
creative products. First of all, this thesis from the challenge for the modern and 
contemporary art gallery, art gallery and the opportunity of the development of goods, 
this paper expounds the importance of museum wen gen commodity development. Of 
modern and contemporary art gallery is analyzed and particularity and difference 
between traditional museum, and the art gallery at home and abroad, analyses the 
present situation of the development and the goods. Further summarizes contains the 
source of design, design method and design principle of the gallery features of culture 
creative product design strategy, so as to the development of Chinese modern and 
contemporary art museum culture creative commodities provide reference and 
development train of thought. 
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